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ABSTRACT 

A hydrodynamics code has been developed to model the performance of 
pneumatic pellet - Injection systems. The oode describes one-
dimensional, unsteady compressible gas dynamlos, lnoluding gas friotion 
and heat transfer to the walls in a system with variable area. The 
mass, momentum, and energy equations are solved with an iterated 
Lax-Wendroff scheme with additional numerical viscosity. The code is 
desorlbed and comparisons with experimental data are presented. 

v 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The fueling of large tokamak reactor? will require the injection 
of solid hydrogenic pellets at speeds in excess of those currently 
achieved* 1 Hence, there has been renewed emphasis on the understanding 
of present limits on injection speeds, so that system requirements for 
extrapolation to reactor relevance may be established. 

Previous treatment of the dynamics of pneumatic pellet injection 
has relied on an idealized model to study the scaling of pellet speed 
with system parameters. As shown in Pig. 1(a), the system is modeled 
as an infinite, uniform chamber, with constant pressure P Q to the left 
(with the pellet located at x - 0) and vacuum to the right. The pellet 
acceleration is described as a reaction to a self-similar rarefaction 
wave traveling to the left.2 An ideal scaling results from this model, 
with a pellet speed that satisfies the scaling relation 

where L - barrel length, T is the time reference scale 
[x « < Y - l)*p/(Y • 1)P0A], Umax - 2cq / (y - 0 is the maximum (escape) 
velocity at which the fluid pressure p • 0 behind the pellet, U is the 
pellet speed, y * ratio of specific heats, cQ - speed of sound in the 
driver, P Q is the breech pressure, A is the cross-sectional area of the 
barrel, and N^ is the total pellet mass. 

While the scaling trends predicted by Eq. (1) have been verified 
experimentally,3 there are discrepancies in detail between this ideal 
model and the data. Hence, a nonideal gas dynamic model has been 
formulated to simulate the system dynamics. 

( 1 ) 
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Fig. 1. Injector models used In (a) the ideal gun theory and (b) 
the detailed gas dynamic calculations. 
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2. OAS DYNAMIC MODEL 

The schematic diagram of Fig. 1(b) shows the pellet driver system, 
geometry, and boundary conditions appropriate to the gas dynamic pellet 
acceleration calculations. A valve admits propellant into the driver 
chamber, which Is stepped down at Lp, over a distance L^, from diameter 
Dj to diameter D 2 > The pellet is positioned initially at the entrance 
to the barrel, which is under vacuum when the valve is opened (over a 
typical time interval t r i a e ) • The breech pressure is programmed in the 
code to match the measured pressure transient. When the shear stress 
in the pellet exceeds the yield strength, the pellet shears free from 
the forming assembly and is driven to the right by the pressure of the 
gas. 

The Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid driver in an equivalent 
one-dimensional (1-D) system are (in conservative form):14 

a p ( * . t ) -
a t 

3m(x,t) . 
3t 

3e(x,t) . 
a t 

1 ± (nA) 
A 3x 

i _ L \ L • - ! ) J + ! 4 A 
A 3x L.V P 'J A dx 

1 a f m ( e • P )a1 . „ 
ml—;—J q ' 

- F , (2) 

where 

p » (Y - 1)e - (m2/2p) is the fluid pressure, 
q • heat source per unit volume, 
p " mass density, 
m - mass density flux » pU, 
U " . luid velocity in direction of pellet motion, 
e • total (internal plus kinetic) energy per unit volume, 
y • ratio of specific heats, 
A(x) - cross-sectional area of tube, 
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and P is the wall 'rlction term, defined in terms of the friction 
factor f as** 

F - u S u . f ( 3 ) 

with D the tube diameter.' The dimensionless coefficient f is 
empirically found to be ~2 x 10"3 for conditions typical of these 
experients (Reynolds number x 10s). The heat transfer q is esti-
mated using the Reynolds analogy 

q - i f ( p u c p ) ( T w a n - Tfid) , (4) 

where T JJ is the wall temperature (295 K) , Ta(1 is the adiabatic wall 
temperature, 

and Cp is the gas specific heat at constant pressure. In Eq. (5), M is 
the Nach number and R is the recovery factor, taken to be 0.85* 

As boundary conditions, we specify the pressure and temperature of 
the plenum to the left of the valve and require U • 0 to model the 
thermodynamics of the reservoir* At the right we take 
^fluid " ^pellet' 8 8 Pe~let accelerates. The pellet ie modeled as 
a point mass cbeying Newton's equations. The fluid equations are 
solved as an initial value problem, vith an initial small pressure (and 
deneity) present in the chamber. The method used is a two-step 
Eulerian Lax-Wendroff scheme, which is iterated. 6 The nonhomogeneous 
terms (q, 7) are treated explicitly. 
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The homogeneous gas dynamic terras in Eq. (2) can be expressed in 
veotor form as 

(6) 

where 

P 

ra = pu 

e = t, m 2 
P + — 

y - 1 2P 

i - 1, 2, 5 (6a) 

and 

m 

p + m2/p 

m(e + p)/p 

i • 1, 2, 3 (6b) 

The first stage in tne method we use is a two-step Lax-Wendroff 
scheme.5 For a model one-variable system of equations, 3U/3t • 
-[ 3F(U)/3x], we have 

and 
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,n+2 U? - (2At) 
.n+1 
1+1 P n+1 i-1 

2 Ax (7b) 

where U^ - U(iAx, JAt), Ax and At are the tirae and space steps, and 
U f 2 is U(*i) at the desired new time step. Thia method can be 
abbreviated as an application of the operator L; the new 
U^ [at (n + l)At] ia related to the old value (at nAt) by 

UJ+1 - U" + L{UJ} . ~ (8) 

The iterated method consists of finding an intermediate value for thft 
new U^ (denoted by an overbar) as 

Un+1 - u n + L{U n } (9a) 

and using this intermediate quantity to find a better estimate for the 
desired new value, 

U n + 1 - U n + L{U n + 1} . (9b) 

Again, the operator L refers to the original two-step Lax-Vendroff 
scheme, and the scheme is applied to the vector equation, Eq. (6) . 

Since shocks will occur in modeling injector performance, an 
additional artificial viscosity has been added to study the influence 
of oscillations that occur in computed flow parameters. To Eq. (6) we 
add a viscosity term with a scaling factor a, 

(10) 



Even with oscillations and without additional numerical viscosity, 
the method should produce an accurate treatment of shocks, since the 
equations are solved in conservative form. The space and time 
evolution of tho entropy is used as a diagnostic check. Equation (2), 
with P - q - 0, implies that a(x,t) - cyfcn(p/pY) should be carried with 
the fluid velocity except for shock discontinuities, the influx of s 
from the reservoir, and compression heating. 
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5. STANDARD CASE 

A standard case for calculation has been described in Ref. 3-
Vith a helium driver, a maximum breech pressure * 2.34 MPa (which rises 
to this maximum in x r^ 8 e • 250 ps), a 9-cra chamber, nni a 16-cm barrel, 
a pellet speed of 1.04 knMs"1 was measured. The computed propellent, 
pressure, velocity, entropy, and temperature for a room-temperature, 
helium-driven pellet are plotted vs time and position (relative to the 
chamber inlet) for this case in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the dynamic 
evolution ib considerably more complicated t. an the propagation of a 
simple rarefaction wave, although at lat' times the system can be 
described by this model. 

A contact discontinuity forme at the chamber entrance as the 
reservoir valve begins to open [Fig. 2(a)]. Deceleration of the inlet 
gas [time ~ 70 pa in Fig. 2(b)], caused by chambrage and pellet 
inertia, produces pAV work, raising the gas pressure [Fig. 2(a)] and 
temperature [Fig. 2(d)] at the chamber/barrel interface. The rapid 
compression generates a shock wave [Fig. 2(c)], which propagates from 
the chamber/barrel interface back to the chamber inlet [Fig. 2(a)]. 
The shock is then reflected as a rarefaction wave (time ~ 285 vis), 
which reduces the chamber and barrel pressures as it propagates forward 
[Fig. 2(a)]. After the shock has left the system and the right-moving 
rarefaction wave has caught the pellet, the evolution proceeds as 
described in an ideal gun model previously used for scaling.2 In the 
ideal model, a semi-infinite region to the left of the pellet is 
assumed initially to be at uniform pressure P Q, and the pellet ia 
accelerated to the right as a rarefaction wave travels to the left. 

This complex interaction (involving an initial pressure surge, 
compressional heating, shock reflection from the chamber/barrel 
interface, rarefaction wave reflection from this shock, and the contact 
discontinuity between the reservoir and chamber propellent) results in 
propellent heating to temperatures exceeding 1000 K [Fig. 2(d)] and 
pressure oscillations in the chamber and gun barrel [Fig. 2(b)]. These 
oscillations violate the constant breech pressure assumption or the 
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Fig. 2. Propellant (a) pressure, (b) velocity, (c) entropy, and 
(d) temperature vs position and time (helium propellant initially at 
room temperature). In these plots position is normalized to the total 
(chamber plus barrel) length L T. 
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ideal gun theory and thus modify the L/T velooity soaling of the ideal 
theory. 

Figures 3-5 show a oomparison of several runs for this standard 
case with varying amounts of a r t i f i c i a l visoosity. Figure 3 shows the 
case with no additional numerical viscosity (a = 0 ) . The coeff icient a 
in Eq. (10) has the values 0 .15 and 0 .45 i n Figs. 4 and 5, 
respectively. The osci l latory behavior near the shook front is reduced 
as a is increased, but the computed f i n a l pel let speed ohanges by only 
1.5? as a varies from 0 to 0 .45 . 
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Pig. 3. Pressure variation along the tube for various times for 
the oase in Pig. 2, without additional numerical viscosity. Because 
the equations are written in conservative form, the f i n a l pel let speed 
is re la t i ve ly Insensitive to the value of a. 
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Fig. 4. Same conditions as in Fig. 2, but with a = 0.30. 
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Fig. 5 . Same conditions as i n Fi£. 2 , but with a = 0 .45. 
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4. COMPARISON WITH DATA 

A summary of experimental results for both molecular hydrogen and 
helium drivers, with varying breeoh pressure, is shown in Fig. 6. The 
hydrogen driver, with a higher sound speed, produoes peak velooities 
well in exoess of 1 km*s-1. The variations with respeot to the solid 
ourves (ideal theory) are more pronounoed for hydrogen than for helium. 
They are the result of nonj.deal and finite device size eti'ects, as 
shown by the oaloulations. 

The dashed ourves superimposed on Fig. 6 show numerioal results 
using the nonsteady gas dynaaio model. These ourves compare reasonably 
well with the pellet velooity data. They also show interference 
effeota resulting from refleoted shocks and rarefaction waves, which 
nay aooount for the velooity soatter observed in the data of Fig. 6. 

An appreciation for these nonideal effects may be gained by 
considering variations from the standard oase. 

4 . 1 PELLET MASS 

If we increase the pellet mass, leaving all other variables 
unchanged, the ideal scaling predicts that the final pellet velocity 
will soale aooording to the relation 

where a pellet with aaaa Hp attains a final speed U j. We define 
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Fig. 6. Pellet velocity vs L/x for 295 K helium (triangles) and 
400 K hydrogen (open circles) propellants. The solid curves are the 
ideal gun theory calculations for these two cases. The broken curves 
are the corresponding nonideal gas dynamic calculations. 
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I t l 
Y - 1 _ Y_ 

" 1 
- X)" ' ] , 

where x » U / U M A X , so x ^ f « U R E F / U M A X and xy « [ U ( M P = M , ) / U M A X ] . « N D 

show In Table 1 results from the numerical model for three oases ln 
whioh only the pellet mass is varied. The ideal theory prediots that 
M 1 / M r e f • «<*ref>/g(*i>-

Table 1, Pellet mass variation 

Ml g ( * i ) 
Mass (ug) U, (kn.s-1) H ^ M ^ g ( x r e f ) / g ( x , ) J T Z g ( x > 

311 1.07 1.0 1.0 1.0 

411 0.94 1.32 1.74 1.34 

511 0.83 1.64 2.44 1.49 

The quantity ln the last column measures the deviation of the 
numerical model from the ideal soaling. Aa expeoted, this deviation 
lnoreasea with increasing pellet mass, because the nonsteady process 
(shook production) i a strengthened. Figure 7 shows the pressure 
variation for the 511-Pg case, showing the osoillatory pressure wave 
ref lect ion between the shook front and the ohambrage looation. 
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Fig. 7. Pressure variation along the breeoh/barrel length at 
various times for pe l le t mass = 511 ug and a l l other parameters a^ in 
Fig. 2. In le t pressure begins to r ise (lower l e f t oorner of figure) 
with a consequent r ight - t ravel ing pressure surge. Pressure buildup 
behind the pe l le t [length = 0.35 (9 cm)] leads to a left-moving shock. 
When the shock reaches the l e f t side ( i n l e t ) , a rarefaction wave 
travels rightward toward the pe l le t . The osci l latory nature of 
pressure surges between the pel let and the shock position can be seen. 
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4.2 AREA CHANGE 

Another difference between the numerioal and ideal models is 
expeoted to arise from the effect of the area variation (ohambrage) on 
the nonsteady evolution. The prusenoe of an area deorement should lead 
to inlet flow deceleration, strong oompresslonal heating with a 
subsequent entropy increase and free energy decrease, and degraded 
pellet aooeleration. 

By varying only the breach/barrel area ratio, keeping th< barrel 
oross-seotional area constant at 0.02 om2, with all parameters as 
desoribed in Seot. 3r we obtain the computed results shown in Table 2. 
(The ideal model predicts no change in Ufinai>) 

Table 2. Area variation 

Area ratio "final <km*s"1> 

4.0 0.84 

2.58 1.07 

1.3 1.133 

1.15 1.149 

1.0 1.143 

Figures 8-10 show the dynamics of the case with area ratio 4.0, 
and Figs. 11-13 show the oase without chambrage. Comparing Fig. 8 with 
Fig. 11, we see that unsteady effects (shook formation and propagation) 
are present in both oases but that the case with ohambrage has a larger 
pressure head behind the pellet, which leads to stronger compressional 
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Fig. 8. Pressure variation along the breech/barrel vs time for a 
case with area ratio s 4.0. Otherwise, parameters are as in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 9. Bitropy variation for the case in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 10. Time history of pellet pressure, velooity, and position 
for parameters of the oaae in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 11. Same variables as in Figs. 8-10, exoept that the area 
ratio (breeoh/barrel) a 1.0. 
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Fig. 13. Time history of pe l le t pressure, veloci ty , and position 
for the parameters of case in Fig. 11. 
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heating at the gas-pellet interfaoe. This Is shown by oomparing Fig. 9 
with Fig. 12 (entropy), where a stronger entropy inorease is seen in 
the interfaoe region due to heating. The decrease in free energy 
contributes to the lower final speed in the oase with chambrage. 
Nonsteady effeots contribute also, as oan be seen by oomparing the 
pellet pressure histories (Figs. 10 and 13) for these two cuses. A 
higher continuous pressure is exerted on the pellet in the oase without 
ohambrage. 

1|.3 DRIVER GAS 

The comparison of oomputed results with the data in Fig. 6 shows 
that the pellet speeds obtained with the molecular hydrogen driver 
deviate more strongly from ideal scaling than those with the helium 
driver. On the basis of the results of Sects. 4.2 and 4.3, we propose 
an explanation for this. 

The higher sound speed in the hydrogen driver case means that the 
nonsteady evolution (pressure surge-shock-reflection) oocurs more 
rapidly. As seen by comparing constant area oases*, Figs. 13 and 14, 
for helium and hydrogen, respectively, the transient Interaction 
results in a low interfaoe pressure for T = 60-120 s in the hydrogen 
driver case (Fig. 14), while the pellet pressure rises steeply and 
continuously in the helium oase (Fig. 13). Hence, while the final 
pellet speed is higher for hydrogen (1.48 km*s~l) than for helium 
(1.14 km«s~l), the helium case more nearly approaches the ideal limit. 
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Fig. 14. Pellet pressure history for hydrogen driver case, with 
parameters as in Fig. 2 except that area ratio = 1.0. 
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5. EXTRAPOLATION 

The results of the numerical calculation suggest a number of 
directions for improving pellet injeotor performance. These inolude: 

(1) Pellet inertia. The strong increase in entropy caused by 
oompressional heating of the decelerating inlet gas reduces the 
available free energy for subsequent pellet acceleration. 
Aooeleration of the pellet by other means before the breeoh 
pressure rises would inorease the final pellet speed. 

(2) Barrel ohambrage. The large breech drivr.r section and smaller 
barrel cross seotion also inorease the entropy variation; reduced 
ohambrage should inorease the (Gibbs) free energy and, hence, 
inorease the final pellet velocity. 

Specifications for an injeotor oapable of aocelerating pellets to 
2 km's"1 have bten suggested.7 Parameters are shown in Table 3- The 
oode prediots a pellet velooity of 2.3 km*a"1 for this case, and a 
system evolution close to that desoribed by the ideal model. An 
Injeotor designed for these parameters would represent a moderate 
upgrade of existing technology (present parameters are given in the 
last oolumn of Table 3)' The 2.0-cm breeoh length oould be achieved in 
a gun having a oryogenic-temperature pellet-forming mechanism but a 
room-temperature barrel block. Inlet gas temperatures exceeding 1000 K 
would require either high-temperature propellant valves thermally 
shielded from the oryogenic-temperature components or dynamic heating 
techniques, suoh as an arc discharge, for heating the propellant gas. 
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Table 3. Injeotion system parame' -"i 

TFTR Existing 

Pellet mass 
Breech length 
Barrel length 
Area ratio (breech/barrel) 
Inlet gas temperature 
Inlet gas pressure 

3.5 mg tritium 
2 cm 
80 cm 
1.0 
1000 K 

10.3 MPa 

0.3 mg hydrogen 
9.0 cm 
16-40 cm 

-1.5 
400 K 
8.2 MPa 
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56. Thermonuclear Library, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, 

Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki, Japan 
57. T. V. George, Office of Fusion Energy, Office of Energy 

Research, Mail Station G-256, U.S. Department of Energy, 
Washington, DC 20545 

58. G. M. Haas, Office of Fusion Energy, Office of Energy 
Research, Mail Station G-256, U.S. Department of Energy, 
Washington, DC 20545 

59. E. Oktay, Office of Fusion Energy, Office of Energy 
Research, Mail Station G-25L, U.S. Department of Energy, 
Washington, DC 20545 

60. H. S. Staten, Office of Fusion Energy, Office of Energy 
Research, Mail Station G-256, U.S. Department of Energy, 
Washington, DC 20545 

61-325. Given distribution as shown in TID-4500 Magnetic Fusion Energy 
(Category Distribution UC-20 a,d,f,g: Plasma Systems, Fusion 
Systems, Experimental Plasma Physics, Theoretical Plasma Physics) 


